
The WebSand project (Server-driven Outbound Web-application Sandboxing) will substantially
improve web application security, while taking into account the emerging trends of the Future
Internet. A single security domain per application, and the same-origin policy as cross-domain
barrier do no longer suffice to reflect the security needs of Future Internet applications. The
aggregation of content and functionality across multiple trust boundaries, and the fragmentation
of ownership demonstrate the inadequacy of those coarse-grained security policies in nowadays
Internet, in particular in the light of the emerging interaction models of web applications,
data aggregations, service compositions and mashups, and the upcoming legal frameworks and
business models in the Internet of the Future.

WebSand implements client-side security with a server-driven approach: Application servers
deploy an ”outward sandbox” to their clients that protects the applications running on such
rich clients from attacks launched by third parties. The basis is a security technology that unifies
the client and server side, using policy-driven verification and transformation techniques on the
application code, such as inlining execution monitors and sandboxed execution environments.
These transformations result in a client-side enforcement of the given policy. The proposed
solutions allow an easy adoption within the given web context, and result into a more secure
Future Internet Ecosystem, ensuring the viability of the Web-based economy.

WebSand enables the specification and enforcement of three classes of security policies: The
fine-grained access control policies secure the web interaction model between the client and the
server and define how the application authenticates and authorizes end-users, from which ap-
plication contexts the application can be consulted, and which interaction sequences maintain
the application integrity (i.e. workflow integrity). The information flow control policies specify
how different types of data, possibly originating from multiple content providers in multiple
trust domains, can be used in data aggregations, and client-side and server-side processing, as
is typically done in mashups. These information flow policies also specify how sensitive appli-
cation data (such as session state) is prevented from leaking to other applications. The secure
composition policies specify how third-party javascript components can be securely integrated
into applications via client-side and server-side mashups. They define the necessary privileges of
each component, including behaviour capabilities as well as interaction with other components
and applications, in order to achieve a least-privilege composition.

WebSand will also design and develop a Generic Web Server, that is, a security-focused generic
platform for web applications, which will contain a set of generic modules, which are part of the
implementation of most secure web applications. The purpose is that this set of general-purpose
modules can be re-used as building blocks in web applications. Thus, the platform design will be
modular and open to integration of third-party components. It will also allow the replacement
of existing modules by different ones, with enhanced functionality, for instance to replace the
standard authentication component with single-sign-on or smart card authentication.

WebSand will finally also design a set of Demonstrations of Secure Applications, constructed on
top of the generic web platform. We plan to implement 4 demonstrators out of the following:
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Webshop, E-Health, Remote Facility Monitoring,
Critical Infrastructure Management, The “single point of contact” (part of the EU Services
Directive) , The “citizens portal” (and the procedures for the electronic award of public works
contracts), e-Justice, and e-Commerce.
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